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The CROSS1946 Leggines is designed for the modern woman on-the-go. The Legging is a Women's favorite and a Wow Essential that offers a
tummie shaping panel around the waist. This legging is opaque for worry-free activities and has 360° of control to keep you slim, smooth and
comfortable everyday.There's nothing better than a pair of well-loved leggings. This soft, washed pair feels luxurious against your skin, while a
tapered leg streamlines your silhouette for a so-hot way to relax. Get a leg up on your style in the CROSS1946 Women's Legging,These trendy
women's leggings are perfect with tees and a moto jacket or a tunic and flats. Ultra soft and lightweight fabric blend Fit: SkinnyPull-on
styleGarment Length: PantSnug and stretchy with a comfy waistbandGoes great with tunics or under skirts and shortsCare and Cleaning:
Machine wash, coldComfortable, seamless shaping firms all aroundEvery girl needs a pair of everyday shaping leggings in her wardrobe, and at
this price, you may need two or three! They slim comfortably from your tummy through your hips and legs and are best worn under a skirt or a
long tunic. Once you try this legging, you may never go back to pants again. Made of a super soft and silky smooth brushed knit, this trendy yet
relaxed bottom pairs well under tunics, oversized sweatshirts and even dresses! 
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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
17,90 €

Discount -5,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerCROSS1946 

Description Please read our size chart on the picture instead of walmart's size guideSIDE POCKET : You can holds simple objects such as
keys, credit cards or phone during your workouts.90% Polyester ,10% SpandexComfortable, seamless shaping firms all aroundThe
CROSS1946 Leggines is designed for the modern woman on-the-go. The Legging is a Women's favorite and a Wow Essential that offers a
tummie shaping panel around the waist. This legging is opaque for worry-free activities and has 360° of control to keep you slim, smooth and
comfortable everyday. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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